This paper presents a wavelet-based linear minimum mean square-error estimation (LMMSE) scheme to exploit the strong wavelet interscale dependencies for image denoising. Using overcomplete wavelet expansion (OWE), we group the wavelet coefficients with the same spatial orientation at adjacent scales as a vector. The LMMSE algorithm is then applied to the vector variable. This scheme exploits the correlation information of wavelet scales to improve noise removal. To calculate the statistics of wavelet coefficients more adaptively, we classify them into different clusters by the context modeling technique, which yields a good local discrimination between edge structures and backgrounds. Experiments show that the proposed scheme outperforms some existing denoising methods. And a hiorthogonal wavelet, which well characterizes the interscale dependencies, is found very suitable for the scheme.
INTRODUCTION
A wavelet transform (WT) [4] is a Karhunen-Loeve like expansion and it can decorrelate random processes into nearly independent coefficients, which could be statistically modeled more effectively. Many wavelet based schemes for image denoising and coding have been proposed with good results [I, 2,6, 7, 9, 1 I] . Although WT decorrelates images well, there still exist strong dependencies between wavelet coefficients in the intrascale or interscale manner. Exploiting the dependency information with proper statistical models will significantly improve the performance of coding and denoising algorithms. As noted by Liu and Moulin [XI, the statistical wavelet models can he classified into intrascale models, interscale models and hybrid dependency models.
Some intrascale models have been proposed in [I, 2, IO] .
Chang ef al [I] defined each wavelet coefficient as a mixture of GGD variables with unknown slowly spatially varying parameters. The estimation of these parameters is conditioned on a function of its neighboring coefficients. The morphological coder presented in [IO] The image wavelet coefficients are highly correlated at adjacent scales. If a coefficient at a coarser scale has small magnitude, its descendant Coefficients at finer scales are also likely to he small. Shapiro exploited this property to develop the now well-known embedded zerotree wavelet coder [ 3 ] . Conversely, if a wavelet coefficient produced by a true signal is of large magnitude at a finer scale, its parents at coarser scales will also be large. However for those coefficients produced by noise, the magnitudes will decay rapidly along the scales. Multiplying the adjacent wavelet scales would sharpen the important structures while reducing noise. Such a property has been exploited in denoising [6, 71 and edge detection [12] . The wavelet inter-scale dependencies have also been represented by hidden Markov models [5].
Wavelet intrascale and interscale dependencies can be combined to improve noise removal results. Liu and Moulin [9] employed a composite model in denoising and they analyzed the dependency between wavelet coefficients with a measurement of mutual information [XI. They also compared various wavelet filters with respect to the dependency information capturing ability.
In this paper, an LMMSE-base denoising scheme with an interscale wavelet model is firstly developed. The overcomplete wavelet expansion (OWE), which noticeably outperforms the orthogonal wavelet transform (OWT) in image denoising [I I] , is employed. We group the wavelet coefficients with the same spatial location across adjacent scales as a vector, and apply the LMMSE to the vector variable to smooth noise. Secondly, to exploit the intrascale dependencies to model the wavelet * The Corresponding Author. (1)
OVERCOMPLETE WAVELET EXPANSION
The noise standard deviation at scale ; is computed as 
Then there is 2 = X+v . Obviously f is Gaussian vector noise independent of X. Applying the LMMSE to vector variable i , we obtain the estimation of P : 
. djkv:odxdy
Thus we have
The components of matrix P can be estimated by
where E[z,z,] is calculated as
Suppose the input image is transformed into J wavelet scales, and it is found by our experiments that setting t as a J -D vector won't yield satisfying results. This could be explained in two ways. Firstly, scale j is strongly correlated with scale j + l but its correlation with scale j + 2, j + 3, ..., J decreases rapidly. These coarser scales won't convey much information to improve the estimation of scale j . Secondly a significant structure has larger spatial supports at coarser scales than finer scales. One point at a coarse scale may appear as an edge, but at finer scales the points with the same spatial orientation may be noise predominated. Thus fine scales may impose negative effects on coarse scales.
Based on these considerations, we recover X, only by the measurements at scales j and j + l , i.e., we set In threshold-based denoising schemes [I, 7, 1 I] , wavelet Coefficients below a threshold will be set to 0. Those insignificant data are predominantly noise and should be discarded. To merge the merits of thresholding into the LMMSE scheme, we apply LMMSE only to the coefficients above a threshold while shrinking those coefficients below the threshold to 0. In this paper the threshold is set as t, = cc, with c e [2.5,3.5].
Context modeling of the wavelet coeficients
To statistically model the wavelet coefficients adaptively, w e classify them into several clusters. The context modeling technique, which is widely used in coding to differentiate and gather pixels which are similar but not necessarily spatially adjacent, is very appropriate for such clustering. Chang er a/ [I] has proposed the similar clustering in their threshold-based denoising scheme. By computing the context of each wavelet coefficient, they estimated its standard deviation with a collection of pixels whose context values fall into a specified field. Suppose z,(m,n) belongs to the ith group 0; , the covariance matrix of corresponding vector Xj(m, n) is estimated from all the data in e;.
The LMMSE scheme in section 3.2 IS then applied to each of the data in 0; with the calculated e,,+, .
EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Four compactly supported wavelets constructed by
Daubechies et a/ [4] were used in the experiments here.
The orthogonal wavelet is denoted by Dau(N) , where N IS the number of vanishing moments of the wavelet whose filter length will be 2 N . The biorthogoual wavelet is denoted by C D F ( N , N ' ) , where N is the vanishing moment number of analytic wavelet filter and N ' is that of synthetic wavelet filter. The four wavelets employed are: Dau(2), Dau(4), and CDF (1, 3) , CDF(2, 4) . 
